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ABSTRACT
Strut-and-tie is a system of forces' distribution in the form of "load-path" connectivity from
the applied load point to the support point. Strut-and-Tie Method (STM) has been developed
based on simple truss model. STM models represent the load carrying mechanism of a
structural member by approximating the flow of internal forces by means of struts
representing the flow of compressive stresses and ties representing the flow of tensile stresses.
IS 456: 2000, along with other various codes of different countries, classifies the beam into
three categories; namely normal beam, moderate deep beam, and deep beam, according to
their span to depth ratios. The aim was to provide a systematic and comprehensive study on
the shear strength of SFRC (Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete) moderate deep beams without
web reinforcement and to compare experimental result of shear strength with theoretical
result by STM of SFRC. Experimental results of ultimate shear strength are compared with
the theoretical results calculated from formula of STM given by various source such as ACI
318-08, Nielsen (1984), and Schlaich et al. (1987). We found that the experimental value and
theoretical value by STM are within 15% variation range for all types of beam.
Keywords: Strut-and-tie, Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete, Moderate deep beam, Ultimate
shear strength, stress-strain.
1. Introduction
Strut-and-Tie Method (STM) has been developed based on simple truss model. The simple
truss model is only rational for the design of cracked reinforced concrete beams. The design
based on the simple truss model is limited to certain parts of structure. However, STM as an
extension to simple truss model is applicable to analyze and design the whole of a reinforced
concrete member experiences three effects; shear, flexural, and axial effect. The original
strut-and-tie model has been developed as a Lower Bound solution of plastic theory where
equilibrium of a system is considered together with the yield criterion.
Since 2002, strut-and-tie method has been included as an alternative design method in North
America [ACI 318-2008][2]. This report describes the development of strut-and-tie theory in
analysis of fibrous reinforced concrete beam. A shear behavior of moderate deep beams is
included as an example, and compared theoretical values with experimental values. The
scope of this study covers the development of the strut-and-tie method as an analytical
procedure based on Appendix A of ACI 318-2008 [2] and other sources.
The concept of incorporating strong thin fiber to strengthen brittle matrices is not new. The
concept is more than 4500 years old. Potentially, the addition of fibers causes substantial
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changes in properties of both fresh and hardened concrete. Due to low effectiveness, poor
alkaline resistance high cost, use of other fibers such as nylon, rayon, carbon etc. has been
almost ruled out after initial investigation. The use of strong and stiff fibers in concrete
improves the post cracking performance of concrete considering reserved strength. After
micro cracking, fibers spanning the cracks, control crack propagation and control the rate of
widening of cracks under tensile loading. This role of fiber imparts ductility of concrete and
delays its failure. The process of fiber pull out absorbs lot of energy and hence the toughness
of concrete and its impact resistance are considerably increased. Remarkable improvements
in elastic modulus, tensile strength, crack resistance, crack control, durability, fatigue
resistance, impact resistance, abrasion resistance etc., resulted in FRC material, which arrived
as a boon to overcome the drawbacks of steel-reinforced concrete.
2. Research Signification
The scope of this study covers the development of the strut-and-tie method as a design
procedure and to compare ultimate shear strength of fiber reinforced concrete moderate deep
beams without web reinforcement (Stirrups) using strut-and-tie method with experimental
results.
Table 1: Formulas given by Different Sources
Sources

Strut compressive capacity

ACI 318-08

Without Longitudinal Reinforcement
0.85βsf’cAcs
Prismatic: βs= 1.0
Bottle-Shaped w/reinf. satisfying crack control: βs= 0.75
Bottle-Shaped not satisfying crack control: βs = 0.60λ
λ =1.0 for normal weight concrete
λ =0.85 for sand-lightweight concrete
λ =0.75 for all lightweight concrete
Strut in tension members: βs= 0.40
All other cases: βs= 0.60
With Longitudinal Reinforcement
fcu Ac + f’sA’s
0.85f’c “for an undisturbed and uniaxial state of compressive stress” (prismatic)
0.68f’c “if tensile strains in the cross direction or transverse tensile reinforcement
may cause cracking parallel to the strut with normal crack width”
0.51f’c “as above for skew cracking or skew reinforcement”
0.34f’c “for skew cracks with extraordinary crack width. Such cracks must be
expected, if modeling of the struts departs significantly from the theory of
elasticity’s flow of internal forces”

Schlaich et al.
(1987)

Nielsen (1984)

(0.8 -

) f’cAcs

Table 2: Notations for Table 1
Notations
A’s = area of compression steel (in2)
Ac = area of concrete in the strut (in2)
Acs = area of concrete in the strut (in2)
Asi = total area of surface reinforcement at spacing si (in2)

f’c = concrete compressive strength (ksi)
fcu = effective concrete compressive strength (ksi)
αi = the angle between the reinforcement and the axis of the strut (DEG.)
3. Experimental Programme
Testing was carried out on 12 SFRC using Flat Corrugated Type (FCT) steel fibers moderate
deep beams. These beams were tested in simply supported conditions under two equal point
loading each at a distance of 1/3 of effective span from support.
3.1 Test specimen
Twelve Steel Fiber Reinforced Concrete moderate deep beams, simply supported on effective
span of 1200 mm were tested under one point loading. Length of the beams and width of the
web were kept constant (1300 mm and 150 mm respectively). The beams were divided into
four series having depths of 300 mm, 400 mm, 500 mm and 600 mm. Each series comprised
of three beams. i.e. beam notation “D60” denotes the beam having overall depth D of 60 cm.

3.2 Test materials
The cement used was ordinary Portland cement of grade 53. ordinary river sand having
fineness modules of 2.8 and maximum size of 4.75 mm, and crushed basalt gravel having a
maximum size of 20 mm were used as a fine and coarse aggregate respectively. The concrete
mix proportion was 1:1.5:3 (cement: fine aggregate: coarse aggregate) by weight with flat
corrugated type steel fiber volume fraction of 1 % by volume of concrete and water cement
ratio of 0.45 kept constant for all beams. Longitudinal tension reinforcement consists of High
yield strength deformed bars (415 N/mm2) used, Vertical Shear Reinforcement (stirrups) are
not provided. Six cubes (150mm) and eight cylinders (four cylinders for compressive strength
and four cylinders for splitting strength, 150mm diameter and 300mm height) were cast as
control specimens from each mix. All specimens were cured at least for 28 days.
3.3 Testing procedure
All the beams were tested under two point concentrated loadings positioned at one third span.
All the beams were simply supported with an effective span of 1200 mm. Beams were
centered on platform and leveled horizontally using level tube and vertically by adjusting the
bearing plates. Load was applied gradually.
Crack propagations were traced by pencil and their tips were marked corresponding to the
load readings.

Fig.1: Test setup
4. Discussion of Test Result
Experimental results are compared with theoretical results. Theoretical results are calculated
from formula of STM which are given by various sources such as ACI 318-08 [2], Nielsen
(1984)[3], and Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6]. The results of 12 SFRC (FCT) compared with
theoretical results.
Table 3 Comparison of Vu(exp) and Vu(th)
for SFRC (FCT)
Experimental ACI
Nielsen (1984)
Result
318-08
D30
D40
D50

D60

7.55
8.00
7.05
13.00
14.00
13.45
17.00
17.25
17.85
23.60
23.70
22.65

7.073
7.258
7.021
11.705
12.863
11.807
15.456
15.704
15.493
20.512
20.903
19.795

*Unit of Vu is Tons (UK).

7.422
7.576
7.379
12.285
13.226
12.370
16.010
16.209
16.040
20.930
21.231
20.369

Schlaich
et al.
(1987)
7.544
7.742
7.489
12.485
13.720
12.594
16.486
16.751
16.526
21.880
22.296
21.115

Table 4 Ratio of (Vu(exp)/Vu(th)) for
SFRC (FCT)

D30

D40
D50

D60

a/h

l/h

1.33
1.33
1.33
1
1
1
0.80
0.80
0.80
0.66
0.66

4
4
4
3
3
3
2.4
2.4
2.4
2
2

0.66

2

ACI 318- Nielsen
08
(1984)
1.067
1.017
1.102
1.056
1.004
0.955
1.111
1.058
1.088
1.059
1.139
1.087
1.100
1.062
1.098
1.064
1.152
1.113
1.151
1.128
1.134
1.116
1.144
1.112

Schlaich et
al. (1987)
1.001
1.033
0.941
1.041
1.020
1.068
1.031
1.030
1.080
1.079
1.063
1.073

Fig. 2: Graphical presentation of Vu(exp)/Vu(th) ratio For SFRC (FCT) beams
5. Conclusion
I. Experimental results of ultimate shear strength are compared with the theoretical results
calculated from formula of STM given by various source such as ACI 318-08[2], Nielsen
(1984)[3], and Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6]. The Table 3 & Table 4 indicates indirect
verification of experimental results with theoretical results. The theoretical results by
STM are within ± 15% variation for all types of beam.
II. The average ratio of (Vexp/Vth) for beams of D30 series is 1.058 for ACI 318-08 [2], 1.009
for Nielsen (1984)[3], and 0.992 for Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6].
III. The average ratio of (Vexp/Vth) for beams of D40 series is 1.113 for ACI 318-08 [2], 1.068
for Nielsen (1984)[3], and 1.043 for Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6].
IV. The average ratio of (Vexp/Vth) for beams of D50 series is 1.117 for ACI 318-08 [2], 1.080
for Nielsen (1984)[3], and 1.047 for Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6].
V. The beams of series of D60 average of ratio of (Vexp/Vth) is 1.143 for ACI 318-08[2],
1.119 for Nielsen (1984)[3], and 1.072 for Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6].
VI. This shows that Schlaich et al. (1987)[5,6] and Nielsen (1984)[3] predict conservative shear
strength, but nearly accurate results for all beams.
VII. The ACI 318-08 [2] gives very conservative results for all beams.
.

6. Nomenclature
ACI
STM
SFRC
FRC
Vu
FCT

: American Concrete Institute
: Strut-and-Tie Models or Strut-and-Tie Method
: Steel Fiber Reinforce Concrete
: Fiber Reinforce Concrete
: Ultimate Shear Strength
: Flat Corrugated Type
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